
[03/10/17, 1:47:06 PM] NAAC 3rd Cycle: Messages to this group are now secured 

with end-to-end encryption. 

[03/10/17, 1:47:06 PM] Shaikh Sir created group “NAAC 3rd Cycle” 

[03/10/17, 1:47:06 PM] Shaikh Sir added you 

[03/10/17, 3:21:19 PM] Shaikh Sir added Ics Agam 

[03/10/17, 3:21:52 PM] Shaikh Sir added +91 99600 33567 

[03/10/17, 3:22:31 PM] Shaikh Sir added C R Salunkhe C R Salunkhe 

[03/10/17, 3:39:00 PM] Shaikh Sir: Well come to all, this group is created for 

smooth functioning of NAAC re accridadtion 3rd cycle. Through this group we can 

post criteria wise requirement for SSR, criteria wise meetings, review meetings, 

barriers regarding fulfilments of criteria wise requirements ,suggestions for 

improvement in criteria wise activities planed or to be addition newly. From today 

to visit of peer team for 3rd cycle, all issues concerned to 3rd cycle accreditation 

are discussed, planed and suggested for smooth and success of NAAC 

accreditation. Please don't post any matter which is not concerned to NAAC 

accreditation. This group will remain active till peer team visit. 

[03/10/17, 3:44:18 PM] Shaikh Sir added Ics Nale 

[03/10/17, 3:46:02 PM] Shaikh Sir added Shinde  Madam Shinde  Madam 

[03/10/17, 5:12:30 PM] Shaikh Sir: Review meetings for criteria -2  and  criteria -6 

is successful over. 

[03/10/17, 5:19:42 PM] Shaikh Sir: Tomorrow at 3.00 pm criteria -3 and at 4.00 

pm Criteria -1 review meeting. 



[03/10/17, 5:22:36 PM] Shaikh Sir: 2017-10-03-  

 

 

 

 

[03/10/17, 6:35:09 PM] Shaikh Sir added Adv Anand Bhosale 

[03/10/17, 6:35:29 PM] Shaikh Sir added M P. Butala 

[03/10/17, 6:35:46 PM] Shaikh Sir added +91 91588 11949 

[03/10/17, 6:47:05 PM] Shaikh Sir added +91 94224 29003 

[03/10/17, 6:49:28 PM] Shaikh Sir: Well come to all, this group is created for 

smooth functioning of NAAC reaccridadtion 3rd cycle. Through this group we can 

post criteria wise requirement for SSR, criteria wise meetings, review meetings, 

barriers regarding fulfilments of criteria wise requirements ,suggestions for 

improvement in criteria wise activities planed or to be addition newly. From today 

to visit of peer team for 3rd cycle, all issues concerned to 3rd cycle accreditation 

are discussed, planed and suggested for smooth and success of NAAC 

accreditation. Please don't post any matter which is not concerned to NAAC 

accreditation. This group will remain active till peer team visit. 

[03/10/17, 7:04:15 PM] Adv Anand Bhosale: 👍👍 



[03/10/17, 7:09:46 PM] Shaikh Sir: Review meetings for criteria -2  and  criteria -6 

is successful over. 

[03/10/17, 7:10:03 PM] Shaikh Sir: 2017-10-03- 

  

[03/10/17, 7:10:14 PM] Shaikh Sir: Tomorrow at 3.00 pm criteria -3 and at 4.00 

pm Criteria -1 review meeting. 

[03/10/17, 7:13:08 PM] Shaikh Sir added Ics Sahinde 

[04/10/17, 8:15:37 AM] +91 99600 33567: I think  the name  of this group should 

be  IQAC . 

[04/10/17, 12:47:23 PM] +91 94224 29003: 👌💐 



[04/10/17, 4:02:19 PM] Shaikh Sir: 2017-10-04- 

 

[04/10/17, 4:47:13 PM] +91 94224 29003: Good. 

[04/10/17, 5:11:30 PM] Shaikh Sir: 2017-10-04- 

 

[04/10/17, 5:20:55 PM] Shaikh Sir: Tomorrow at 3.00 pm review meeting of 

criteria -4 



[05/10/17, 10:34:30 AM] Shaikh Sir: All criteria in charge are informed that 

FORMAT of required information for SSR will be available by tomorrow at IQAC 

office, please collect it. 

[05/10/17, 11:00:20 AM] +91 94224 29003: All of you are on right track. Keep it 

up. 

[05/10/17, 2:23:25 PM] Shaikh Sir: 2017-10-05- 

 

[05/10/17, 2:24:37 PM] Prof Sachin Bhosale: छानच 



[05/10/17, 4:37:31 PM] Shaikh Sir: 2017-10-05- 

 

[05/10/17, 4:37:32 PM] Shaikh Sir: 2017-10-05- 

 [ 

05/10/17, 4:38:03 PM] Shaikh Sir: Criteria -4,review meeting 

[05/10/17, 4:41:23 PM] Shaikh Sir: Tomorrow at 3.00 p.m.review meeting of 

criteria -5 and at 4.00 pm criteria -7 



[06/10/17, 4:22:27 PM] Shaikh Sir: 2017-10-06- 

 [06/10/17, 9:42:01 PM] Shaikh Sir: Congratulations to all teaching and non 

teaching faculties, within very stipulated time we all did hard work on war footing 

level to understand new process of NAAC ACCRIDIDATON and I think we 

understood each concept from begin to end of new accreditation process. All 

colleges were afraid about new process of NAAC ACCRIDIDATON but we accept the 

challenge at very beginning stage and within 15 days we scrutinised NAAC revised 

manual and prepared all required plans/Format to fulfilments of NAAC 3rd cycle 

accreditation. As an IQAC coordinator, I feel, whatever we planed at this stage, if 

fortunately implemented successfully, definitely we would have been achieve grand 

success in forthcoming NAAC ACCRIDIDATON. Right now we planed everything as 

per requirement of NAAC ACCRIDIDATON, which is first step, during  second step, 

all plans made is need to implement successfully request to extend your 

cooperation as previous. One more kind request to all couleges to fill up the format 

provided by criteria in charge and submit with supportive required documents to 

respective criteria in charge for takeover process one step ahead. Committees, 



activities, courses, centres, MOU, etc. which are discussed in criteria meetings and 

review meetings, implement as early as possible because our next step success is 

depends on this only and do everything on war footing level as NOV. 2017 is very 

close at which we planed to approach NAAC ACCRIDIDATON....... Best wishes to all 

including me. 

[07/10/17, 8:58:18 AM] +91 94224 29003: All the best. 

[07/10/17, 4:00:03 PM] Shaikh Sir: 2017-10-07- 

 

[07/10/17, 9:23:24 PM] Shaikh Sir: All teachers are requested to prepare subject 

lecture for video shooting which will be used for " Virtual classroom". Kindly 

request to all please suggest about this activity for improvise 

[09/10/17, 12:05:06 PM] Shaikh Sir: CRITERIA -1, committee is requested to 

follow up on PRIORITY basis the following 1) skill development certificate courses 2) 

Value added courses .3) Field project for Student. These are the priority areas of 

criteria -1,which has to implement as early as possible. 

[09/10/17, 2:05:34 PM] Shaikh Sir: CRITERIA -2, committee is requested to follow 

up on PRIORITY basis the following 1)Learning level of Students after admission 



2)Student centric methods of learning 3)Establishment of Mentor system 4) 

Innovation and creativity in teaching -learning 5)Reform in continuous internal 

evaluations 6)Internal Assessment is transparent 7)Examination related Gracious 

8) Academic calendar  9) SSS, data preparation. These are the priority areas of 

criteria -2, which has to implement as early as possible. 

[09/10/17, 4:36:16 PM] Shaikh Sir: 2017-10-09- 

 

[09/10/17, 6:48:30 PM] Sakpal: 2017-10-09-AUDIO-00000045.opus <attached> 

[10/10/17, 11:52:50 AM] Shaikh Sir: CRITERIA -3, Committee is requested to 

follow up the following on PRIORITY BASIS  1)Establishment of INCUBATION 

CENTRE .2) IPR workshop on YOUTUBE. 3)Research committee and PLAGIARISM. 

4) MOU with urban college and nearby colleges. 4) MOU with JECIES, Khed and 

Rotary Club, khed. These are the priority areas of criteria -3, which has to 

implement as early as possible. 

[10/10/17, 6:09:45 PM] Shaikh Sir: CRITERIA -5 ,committee is requested to follow 

up the following on PRIORITY BASIS 1) Our Student benefited by vocational 

education and training.  2) Established of Students redressal cell, sexual 

harassment committee , Anti ragging committee, placement cell. 3) Alumni 



Registration and activities .These are the priority areas of criteria -5, which has 

implemented as early as possible. 

[12/10/17, 9:51:05 AM] Shaikh Sir: CRITERIA -1, committee is requested to follow 

up on PRIORITY basis the following 1) skill development certificate courses 2) Value 

added courses .3) Field project for Student. These are the priority areas of criteria -

1,which has to implement as early as possible. 

[12/10/17, 12:59:52 PM] Shaikh Sir: Dr. B. G. Yadav Sir, congrats for drafting skill 

development syllabus (YOGA and MEDITATION) whitin very short period of notice. 

Kindly request to follow up remaining syllabus from respective teachers 

[16/10/17, 8:09:24 AM] Shaikh Sir: On 14 Oct.  CDC Meeting was held,  Regarding 

NAAC ACCRIDIDATON following decision were taken. 1) permission for IIQA 

submission by CDC 2) on 11 Nov. Meeting of Management with all teacher will be 

held for finishing touch to IIQA submission and  discuss on progress of SSR 

submission. 3) Most probably in bet'n 13-15 Nov. IIQA online submission. 4) From 

16-30 Nov. All records, data, activities prepared for SSR will be Scanned, saved key 

indicater number wise as soft copy file by respective Criteria Committee and Send 

/submit to IQAC secretory. 5) Most probably from 1Dec. Online submission of SSR 

is expected . 

 [10/11/17, 2:25:50 PM] Shaikh Sir: NAAC WINDOW for online submission of IIQA 

and SSR is opened from 9th Nov. 2017 and remain open up to 10th Jan. 2018.As 

per decided before Dipawali vacation, we are submitting IIQA shortly , after 

submission of IIQA up to 10th Jan any how we have to submit online SSR,  

because all online processes should be completed during same window. Hence all 

are requested to fulfil criteria wise requirements as early as possible and submit to 

IQAC SECRETORY in the form of soft copy. Anybody having any problems 

concerned to criteria fulfilments please fill free to meet at IQAC office at any time . 

[11/11/17, 1:25:35 PM] Shaikh Sir: at the IQAC office 

[11/11/17, 1:25:34 PM] Shaikh Sir: Today staff meeting was held wherein 

discussed about NAAC accreditation, in this connection I would like bring it to 



notice that from Monday criteria wise documents preserving meeting will be held on 

ward 3.00 pm. On Monday Cri-1,Tuesday Cri-2,....as like. Apart from this time 

schedule anybody can meet at any time for accreditation process. 

[11/11/17, 10:43:21 PM] Balerao Ics: NAAC announces review rule change:- 

      Students will give their opinions on the strengths and weaknesses of their 

institutes to the National Assessment and Accreditation Council during 

assessments. 

Council adviser B.S. Madhukar announced the revised assessment process in the 

city today. 

In the new system that NAAC will start this month, universities and colleges will 

have to provide a list of students with their names, phone numbers and email 

addresses. 

Council officials will randomly pick names from the list and contact students to 

collect information about classroom condition, laboratory and library services, and 

basic facilities such as drinking water apart from faculty strength and teachers' 

attendance. 

Students will have to answer online or on the phone. 

"We will interact directly with the students to strengthen the assessment process," 

Madhukar told Metro on the side lines of a programme at JD Birla Institute. 

"The inspection teams will continue to interact with students during assessments. 

But weightage will also be given on information collected through direct interaction 

with students." 

Madhukar was at the institute to speak on the new accreditation process for 

universities and colleges in the country. 

The revised framework will apply to institutes that are to be assessed and 

accredited from November, he said. 

In the present system, students give their views during NAAC inspections in the 

presence of their teachers and institute officials. 



"Many times it is difficult to raise sensitive issues like sexual harassment on 

campus because teachers are present along with NAAC officials," a Calcutta 

University journalism student said. 

"Students have to just praise their institutes before the visiting team." 

In the new system, institutes will have to prove students have acquired proper 

knowledge in the area of their study after completion of course, Madhukar said. 

"Institutes have to tell what basic knowledge a student is expected to acquire after 

completing a particular course and whether the student has done so." 

He said an independent mechanism to verify data provided by institutes during 

inspection would be introduced. 

For example, an institute can claim that a certain number of teachers contributed 

to international journals. In the new system, the council will cross-check the data 

through the mechanism. 

WHAT’S NEW   

Students will convey their opinions on the strengths and weaknesses of their 

institutes directly to NAACInstitutes will have to prove students have acquired 

proper knowledge in the area of their study after completion of courseIndependent 

mechanism to verify data provided by institutes during inspection 

[12/11/17, 11:27:56 PM] Shaikh Sir: Tomorrow at 3.00 p.m. meeting for document 

prepration of criteria -1 will be held at IQAC office. 



[13/11/17, 4:12:11 PM] Shaikh Sir: 2017-11-13- 

 

[13/11/17, 4:12:49 PM] Shaikh Sir: Tomorrow at 3.00 p.m. meeting for document 

prepration of criteria -2 will be held at IQAC office. 

[13/11/17, 9:06:02 PM] Adv Anand Bhosale: 👍👍 

[14/11/17, 5:11:25 PM] Shaikh Sir: Documentary preparation meeting of criteria -

2, successfully held. 

[14/11/17, 5:11:54 PM] Shaikh Sir: Tomorrow at 3.00 p.m. meeting for document 

preparation of criteria -3 will be held at IQAC office. 



[15/11/17, 4:13:44 PM] Shaikh Sir: 2017-11-15- 

 

[15/11/17, 4:17:20 PM] Shaikh Sir: Tomorrow at 3.00 p.m. meeting for document 

preparation of criteria -4 will be held at IQAC office. 

[16/11/17, 4:27:21 PM] Shaikh Sir: 2017-11-16- 

 

[16/11/17, 4:28:06 PM] Shaikh Sir: Tomorrow at 3.00 p.m. meeting for document 

preparation of criteria -5 will be held at IQAC office. 



[17/11/17, 4:29:00 PM] Shaikh Sir: Tomorrow at 3.00 p.m. meeting for document 

prepration of criteria -6 will be held at IQAC office. 

[17/11/17, 4:29:25 PM] Shaikh Sir: 2017-11-17- 

 [18/11/17, 1:58:23 PM] Shaikh Sir: 2017-11-18- 

 

[18/11/17, 2:03:15 PM] Adv Anand Bhosale: 👍👍 



[18/11/17, 4:10:10 PM] Shaikh Sir: 2017-11-18- 

 

[18/11/17, 4:11:24 PM] Shaikh Sir: On Monday at 11.30 a.m. meeting for 

document preparation of criteria -7 will be held at IQAC office. 

[20/11/17, 1:05:25 PM] Shaikh Sir: 2017-11-20- 

 

[22/11/17, 8:09:23 PM] Shaikh Sir: All criteria committees are informed with the 

reference to earlier Notice regarding dates of submission of soft copy file; before the 

dates of submission, Kindly request to finalize all collected documents with IQAC 

SECRETORY after that  to scan key indicator point wise. First step of accreditation 



process is initiated successful today that registration for IIQA submission is done 

successfully and we received our login ID and password from NAAC office, Benglore 

for to start the process of online IIQA Submission. 

[24/11/17, 3:54:05 PM] Shaikh Sir: 2017-11-24- 

 

[24/11/17, 10:44:57 PM] Adv Anand Bhosale: 👍👍 

[29/11/17, 3:51:01 PM] Shaikh Sir: This is gentle reminder for the submission of 

criteria wise soft copy file to the IQAC as per mentioned below, once again kind 

appeal to check all data, documents, description with IQAC secretory and than go 

for scanning. 



[29/11/17, 3:51:38 PM] Shaikh Sir: 2017-11-29- 

 

[05/12/17, 5:28:32 PM] Shaikh Sir: IIQA successfuly submitted to NAAC, Benglore 

. 

[05/12/17, 8:08:34 PM] Sagar Sir: 👍👍👍 

[05/12/17, 8:41:15 PM] Sakpal: Great💐💐💐💐 

[05/12/17, 9:19:04 PM] Balerao Ics: 👌👍... 

[05/12/17, 9:59:00 PM] +91 94224 29003: 👌👌 

[06/12/17, 8:08:04 AM] Shaikh Sir: All head of the dept. are requested to upload 

departmental Information on our college website by today or at least tomorrow, 

because yesterday we have submitted IIQA, hence NAAC office will visit at any time 

to our website for assessment of our IIQA, at that time our website should full of 



information. All criteria committees are also requested to upload their required  

criteria proof on our website. 

[08/12/17, 6:13:52 PM] Shaikh Sir: This is gentle reminder for to upload 

departmental Information on our college website at least by tomorrow  because 

today our IIQA submission time line is finished and any how by tomorrow NAAC 

office will visit to our website. All criteria committees are also requested to upload 

their required criteria proof on our website. 

[09/12/17, 4:36:20 PM] C R Salunkhe C R Salunkhe: Dept. of Commerce, Dept. of 

Geography Dept. Of Accountancy..   etc. Departments are ready to upload 

departmental profile. Please provide us necessary link. 

[09/12/17, 5:46:23 PM] Adv Anand Bhosale: 👍👍 

[09/12/17, 6:44:17 PM] Shaikh Sir: wordpresssteps.doc <attached> 

[09/12/17, 6:44:27 PM] Shaikh Sir: web link www.icskhed.org 

[09/12/17, 6:44:41 PM] Shaikh Sir: Sir, please find this Excel sheet with the 

Username & Pswd details. 

[09/12/17, 6:47:22 PM] Shaikh Sir: sent on your personal window, please upload 

information, any problems arrives, please contact to pro. Ameet Jadhav 

[09/12/17, 6:59:34 PM] Cmit Jad: Kk sir always welcome 

[14/12/17, 6:11:05 AM] Ics Agam left 

[24/12/17, 8:40:53 AM] Shaikh Sir: This is gentle reminder for the submission of 

criteria wise SOFT COPY file including Data, Records, supportive documents etc. 

(discussed in review meeting )to the IQAC as on 26/12/2017.                     

.........MOST URGENT 

[29/12/17, 11:55:55 AM] +91 94224 29003: 2017-12-29-VIDEO-00000094.mp4 

<attached> 



[31/12/17, 6:59:02 PM] Kekane Ics: 👇The person standing next to our PM like any 

other ordinary rural citizen is an extraordinary one and itsv worthwhile to know 

about him. 

He is Dr. Sambhaji Bhide, Gold medallist in atomic physics, worked as a professor 

in prestigious Fergusson college in Pune. He has received more than 100 National 

& International  awards and guided 67 Doctoral and post Doctoral research work. 

He was even appointed in the advisory board of NASA and Pentagon which no 

Indian Scientist has achieved. 

Now he is doing social service with 10 lakh youths following him in Maharashtra. 

His aim is to serve the country till he dies. He wears only white khadi clothes. 

Walks without Chappals, any distance and always prefers it. In these days n times, 

what a great person, serving a great motherland. Youth should know about him. So 

request everyone to forward this post..👇 

 [02/01/18, 5:25:08 PM] Shaikh Sir: Quantitative data which has to upload in SSR, 

templates for same has provide by NAAC office in which we can start to fill the 

data, hence all criteria committees are informed to get ready with quantitative data 

.Tomorrow criteria 1 Quantitative data will fill up, hence respective committee is 

requested to come tomorrow in NAAC office with their data. 

[07/01/18, 5:42:52 PM] Shaikh Sir: Regarding Best practice of the institute for 

NAAC         .................... 

[07/01/18, 6:11:18 PM] Shaikh Sir: Honourable V. C. Mumbai university 

addressing to our Students during his visit to our college, he said ,all of you have 

smartphone, all of you are on whatsup, than make Whatsup group to share 

subjective knowledge. From this I got idea to make subject Wise whatup group, 

subject teacher will be group admin. Subject related question will be post by 

teacher, rest of all will answer, any topic will post any body if it is not understood, 

any queries ,doubt will be discussed on that group. Once in weak there will be 

review, Discussion on messages posted. And strictly instructions NOT TO ANY ANY 

ANYTHING EXCEPT PERTICULAR SUBJECT. IF IT HAPPENS SO, WILL BE FINED. 



This we can show as second Best practice  under the title "e - teaching and learning 

group". Kindly request to begin the process to makes the subject Wise whatup 

group. Suggestions are welcomed for to improvise the activity . 

[08/01/18, 3:49:19 PM] Shaikh Sir: Our IIQA is Accepted, SSR link is opened by 

today morning and last date of submission is 20-01-2018.All teacher are requested 

to get ready with data, descriptions and supportive documents. 

[08/01/18, 6:30:09 PM] C R Salunkhe C R Salunkhe: All Teachers are 

requested.....Now work collectively on daily basis to  fulfill remaining part of each 

criteria. We can achieve our task  within next seven days... Have a joint hands� for 

each criteria.... 

[08/01/18, 7:06:56 PM] C R Salunkhe C R Salunkhe: Very good suggestion....  and 

need to be execute immediately.... 

[09/01/18, 9:10:30 PM] Shaikh Sir: Tomorrow during morning session uploading 

college profile and afternoon session criteria -1 along with Student data for SSS. 

[09/01/18, 9:25:20 PM] Shaikh Sir: As part of Best practises, science, It, Bms, Bcs 

created class wise –subject wise whatup groups. commerce and Arts faculties are 

requested to do the same with immediate effect. 

[09/01/18, 11:19:24 PM] +91 99600 33567: I have prepared my Geography what's 

up groups of   T.Y SY FY BA. Classes already. 

[09/01/18, 11:38:59 PM] Shaikh Sir: 👌👌👍👍 

[10/01/18, 4:12:53 PM] +91 94224 29003: 👌 very good👍 keep it up 

[10/01/18, 6:30:39 PM] Shaikh Sir: Today College profile is uploaded in SSR. 

Tomorrow morning uploading of criteria -1.Criterial committee is requested to come 

with all requirements. 

[11/01/18, 7:39:46 AM] Shaikh Sir: All teachers are requested to fulfil and get 

ready with required criteria wise data, documents .At the time online uploading 

data, descriptions, documents in SSR, within 30minutes we have to upload data for 

three indicators, because that online page will remain active only for half hour. 



Hence this is kind and humble request to get ready with all required documents 

when will be called at IQAC office for uploading data in SSR. 

[12/01/18, 8:41:57 PM] Shaikh Sir: Criteria -1 uploading is completed, criteria -2 

is almost completed.criteria-3 and criteria -4 blocks on online SSR are not opened 

properly right now, if criteria -5 blocks are opened properly tomorrow than from 

tomorrow criteria-5 uploading will start. 

[12/01/18, 8:44:09 PM] Shaikh Sir: Criteria -5 teachers are requested to be ready 

with all requirements by tomorrow 

[13/01/18, 2:39:48 PM] Shaikh Sir: Following staff members are requested to 

handover their, social work, achievements, work done to Pujari sir, because we 

have created "OUR PRIDE ""menu bar on our website. Dr. G. B. Sarang, Dr. Shinde 

Madam, pro. Agam sir,pro. Thorat sir 

[15/01/18, 12:54:36 PM] Mohite Cmit: 2018-01-15- 

 



[15/01/18, 12:54:37 PM] Mohite Cmit: 

 [15/01/18, 12:54:39 PM] Mohite Cmit: 

 

[15/01/18, 12:54:39 PM] Mohite Cmit: 



 

[15/01/18, 4:18:05 PM] Shaikh Sir: 👌These all photos upload on our website 

under 'EARN AND LEARNE 'Scheme 

[15/01/18, 6:05:52 PM] Shaikh Sir: This is gentle reminder for criteria -3 and 

criteria -5 to fulfil all requirement with immediate effect and come  to IQAC office 

for uploading data because so far we have uploaded only two criteria and we have 

very few days to close our SSR on line window. Sorry for remind this but we don't 

have option. 

[19/01/18, 6:51:31 PM] Shaikh Sir: All criteria committees are requested to provide 

additional information of respective criteria and supportive hyperlinks. 

[20/01/18, 3:59:19 PM] Shaikh Sir: Criteria -4 mandatory information and 

additional information along with required documents soft copy uploaded 👍 ,rest of 

all criteria committees are requested to provide additional information along with 

the required soft copy, hyperlinks as early as possible. 

[22/01/18, 9:01:08 PM] Shaikh Sir: Criteria mandatory information is uploaded 

but that is only basic requirements for fulfil eligibility to visit peer team  to our 

college. For to get grade to college, we have to upload additional information hence 

kind and humble request to all criteria committees to provide additional 

information by tomorrow and day after tomorrow. This is time bond process so 

kindly request to give the FIRST PRIORITY for online submission of SSR. 



[22/01/18, 9:07:29 PM] Shaikh Sir: criteria -1, criteria-3, criteria -5 ,criteria -7 are 

requested to provide additional information by tomorrow AND criteria -2 , criteria -

6 by day after tomorrow 

 [25/01/18, 8:23:47 PM] Shaikh Sir: So far no satisfactory submission of additional 

information for uploading to SSR 

[27/01/18, 8:19:03 AM] Shaikh Sir: Today is last day for uploading additional 

information because Monday is requested for final minor correction and finishing 

touches to SSR hence kind and humble request to all criteria committees to provide 

additional information(one week before already intimated to respective criteria 

committee what is required) by today. Most probably we have plan to final 

submission of SSR on Tuesday. 

[27/01/18, 8:31:54 AM] Shaikh Sir: and last day for uploading SSR for our 

institute is 31/1/2018.5:00pm ,because on the day online window for our institute 

will be closed by NAAC, Benglore . 

[27/01/18, 9:01:59 AM] Shaikh Sir: Criteria committees Who have to submit 

Audited statement of Expenditure, they are also suggested to contact mr. D. M. 

shinde and provide audited statement of expenditure for uploading to SSR AT 

LEAST BY MONDAY . 


